Greta Bar Cabinet
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FOR YOUR S A FE T Y

?

Lift, don’t drag. This protects
your ﬂoor and product.

Check the assembly guide
for required components.

Assembly requires 2 people.
It's always easier with a
friend.

Assembling this product on
a soft surface protects its
ﬁnish.

Avoid loose screws. Tighten
ﬁxtures every few months.

Contact our support online
or call 1300 027 672.

Components
Before you get started, check you have all of the pieces below.
If anything’s missing, we’ll sort it out right away. Simply visit:
www.brosa.com.au/pages/product-return-and-parts-request

① Body x 1

② Leg x 4

Hardware
Ax8

Bx1

Step 1

Insert the legs ② into the slot of the rails. Make
sure the holes overlap.
Insert bolts A into both holes on the rail. Tighten
them with the Allen key B. Repeat this for the
remaining legs.
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Step 2

Flip the piece of furniture and place it upright on
a level surface. Enjoy your new Greta Bar Cabinet!

Anti-Tip Kit Installation
It is not mandatory but strongly recommended to install anti-tip kit for
safety.

Hardware

ax4

bx2

cx4

dx4

ex4

Wall Fixings
Because of the variety of wall compositions, we can’t provide you with
appropriate wall ﬁxings. Please identify your wall composition and
contact your local hardware store to get the appropriate ﬁxings.

Wood
If ﬁxing to wood
make sure that it
isn’t chipboard as
screws can easily
pull away from the
core structure.

Brick or Masonry
Use an appropriate
wall plug provided
you are sure your
wall is sound.

Cavity Wall
Special toggle wall
plugs are needed.
Seek expert
advice.

What You Need

Step 1

Attach the brackets a securely to the back top of the
product using the short screws c provided.
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Instructions below demonstrate how to attach the kit to the wall using
the wall plugs provided. But please do identify the type of your wall
and choose the appropriate wall ﬁxings.

Step 2

Determine where the piece is to be placed and mark
locations on the wall for the mounting brackets a using a
pencil. Move the furniture out of the way so that the
brackets can then be mounted to the wall.
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Step 3

Drill holes for the wall plugs using a drill. Knock the plugs
e into the holes using a hammer. Place the brackets
against the plugs again and ﬁx the brackets with the long
screws d.
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Step 4

Lace the nylon strap b down through the brackets. Slide
the thin end of the strap through the receiving end on
the nylon strap. Pull to tighten the piece of furniture snug
against wall.
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Warning
Serious or fatal crushing injuries can occur from furniture tip-over.
Never allow children to climb or play on furniture.

Troubleshooting
1. Upon receiving your product, you might ﬁnd that the door doesn’t
align well. Please note that it’s not a product ﬂaw and can be adjusted
following the instructions below.

2. Follow the steps below to disassemble your doors when needed.

Step 1

Loosen the screw at the end of the hinge arm.

Step 2

Gently pull the door so that it is separated from the
body.

Reverse the steps above to get the doors attached again.

User Recommendation
Assembly
1. Assemble furniture using our Assembly Guides. You can ﬁnd them at
support.brosa.com
2. Do not dispose of any packaging or contents of the shipping carton
until assembly is completed to avoid accidentally discarding small
parts or hardware.
Placement
1. Keep furniture on ﬂat, level ground. Placing it unevenly may cause
deformation.
2. Do not place heavy objects on furniture.
3. When repositioning furniture: lift, don’t drag.
4. Keep sharp objects away. Don’t drag items along the surface.
5. Do not stack furniture.
Cleaning and Maintenance
1. Clean furniture regularly with a white soft cloth. Slightly damp fabrics
help absorb dust, but ensure you dry it once you’re done.
2. Clean spills and stains immediately with a clean cloth. Nail polish
and nail polish remover can erode furniture. Dab don’t rub these stains.
3. Take care when using pens or markers on furniture. Keep liquids
away as they may damage the ﬁnishing.
4. Avoid harsh cleaning chemicals such as alcohol or gasoline
solvents. Avoid using sponges or dirty cloths.
5. Cover furniture that isn’t being used to protect from dust and
ageing.
6. Re-tighten screws and attachments when they loosen.
Exposure
1. Use protective coasters and mats between hot items and furniture.
2. Keep furniture away from intense direct sunlight. Exposure can
cause cracks or discolouration.
3. Severe changes in temperature and humidity can accelerate ageing.
Keep furniture at least 50cm from heat or air conditioning.
4. Do not place furniture near open ﬂames.

